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Abstract

Symmetry is an important property of objects and is
exhibited in different forms e.g., bilateral, rotational,
etc. This paper presents an algorithm for computing
the bilateral symmetry of silhouettes of shallow objects
under perspective distortion, exploiting the invariance
of the cross ratio to projective transformations. The ba-
sic idea is to use the cross ratio to compute a number
of midpoints of cross sections and then fit a straight line
through them. The goodness-of-fit determines the likeli-
hood of the line to be the axis of symmetry. We analyt-
ically estimate the midpoint’s location as a function of
the vanishing point for a given object silhouette. Hence
finding the symmetry axis amounts to a 2D search in
the space of vanishing points. We present experiments
on two datasets as well as internet images of symmetric
objects that validate our approach.

1 Introduction

An object is reflectively symmetric if it can be di-
vided into two mirror-identical halves. Reflective sym-
metry is considered an important geometric property,
thus a lot of research has been devoted to finding this
salient structure [2, 10]. Once found, the symmetric
structure of an object can be exploited in many ways
e.g., in image compression [4], shape representation
[17], model based matching [12], object alignment and
reconstruction [14, 16].

The symmetry of an image, however, is hard to
detect. One reason is that real objects often are not
perfectly symmetric and a small amount of perturba-
tion may significantly affect the detection of symmetry.
Even if an object is perfectly symmetric in 3D, its 2D
image under perspective projection might not be. Light-
ing variations only serve to aggravate the situation.

This paper focuses on computing bilateral symme-
tries of silhouettes of shallow objects under perspective
distortion. Exploiting the invariance of the cross ratio

under perspectivities, we analytically compute a set of
midpoints of the object as a function of the vanishing
point. Then, we fit a straight line passing through the
midpoints. The goodness-of-fit defines the likelihood
of this line to be a symmetry axis. Using the proposed
method, searching for the symmetry axis is reduced to
searching for a vanishing point. Our approach is global
in the sense that we consider the whole silhouette of the
object rather than small parts of it. The results show that
the method presented here is capable of finding axes of
symmetry of considerably distorted perspective images.

2 Related Work

Much prior work computes symmetry in different
settings with various assumptions. The generalized
symmetry transform [13] provides a bilateral symme-
try edge map. For real time applications, a fast radial
symmetry transform [9] and a modified version of the
generalized symmetry transform [7] were proposed to
find both reflective and rotational symmetry. Feature
based methods that use image primitives, such as corner
points, lines and curves to compute pairwise symmetry,
also exist [8, 11]. In [5], a frequency based method to
find local symmetry on intensity images, was presented.
Most of the research assumes that the input image con-
tains affinely transformed symmetric objects, and only
a few approaches [15] explicitly handle perspective dis-
tortion.

To the best of our knowledge none of the previous
approaches exploits the invariance of the cross ratio [3]
under perspective distortion to detect bilateral symme-
tries. The cross ratio allows the detection of bilateral
symmetries in distorted planar objects.



3 3D symmetry under perspective projec-
tion

3.1 Problem statement and notation

Let us assume that there is a symmetric planar ob-
ject Osym with an axis of symmetry LS . Our goal is to
find the axis of symmetry. We denote Li lines that are
perpendicular to LS . Both LS and Li are expressed in
homogeneous coordinates (i.e., a column vector with 3
elements). Depending on the context, the same symbols
are used for the 3D lines and their 2D projection on the
image plane I : z = 1. In the rest of the paper, we
commonly use the following symbols:

• PV is the vanishing point, i.e., the point of inter-
section between any pair of lines Li. Note that Li

are parallel by virtue of being perpendicular to LS .

• PA, PB denote the intersections of a line Li with
the boundary of the object Osym. PB is the closest
point to PV , while PA is the furthest away.

• PM is the midpoint of PA and PB . By definition
PM is also the intersection of Li with LS , so it
belongs to the symmetry axis.

• the cross ratio of four points is denoted as

λ(PA, PB , PC , PD) =
|−−−−−−→PC − PA|
|−−−−−−→PC − PB |

:
|−−−−−−→PD − PA|
|−−−−−−→PD − PB |

=
|−→AC|
|−−→BC|

:
|−−→AD|
|−−→BD|

, (1)

where |−−−−−−→PC − PA| = |−→AC| etc, is the signed dis-
tance between points C and A. Note that the order
of the points in the cross ratio matters.

3.2 Computing the midpoint under perspec-
tive projection

If we consider a line Li perpendicular to the axis
of symmetry LS , then the point PM of the intersection
Li×LS is between the boundary points PA and PB and
has equal distance from both. The cross ratio of points
PA, PB , PM , and the vanishing point PV is 2.

Proof. Since the cross ratio λ is preserved under any
projective transformation, we consider the vanishing
point to be at infinity PV = P∞, i.e., the object is fron-
toparallel. In this case,

λ(PA, PM , PB , P∞) =
|−−−−−−→PB − PA||

−−−−−−→
P∞ − PM |

|−−−−−−→PB − PM ||
−−−−−−→
P∞ − PA|

. (2)

If we denote the distance |−−−−−−→P∞ − PM | = x and consider
the limit x→∞ we have

λ(PA, PM , PB , P∞) = lim
x→∞

|−−→AB|x
|−−→MB|(x+ |−−→AB|)

=
|−−→AB|
|−−→MB|

= 2 (3)

In the general case the point at infinity P∞ maps
to the vanishing point PV and the parallel lines con-
necting the boundary points PA and PB pass through
the vanishing point. If we have the vanishing point we
can compute the midpoint along a single line using two
equations

LT
i PM = 0

λ(PA, PM , PB , PV ) = 2, (4)

where Li = PA × PB . If we denote with dM , dB and
dV the distance of points PM , PB and PV from point
PA respectively, then

λ(PA, PM , PB , PV ) =
dB(dV − dM )
(dB − dM )dV

(5)

From Eqs. 4, 5 we find the distance of the midpoint
from the boundary point PA

dM =
dBdV

2dV − dB
. (6)

3.3 The Algorithm

Based on the observation of the previous section
detecting the symmetry axis is reduced to finding the
“best” vanishing point. In Alg. 1 we present the ap-
proach we employ to find the vanishing point (and con-
sequently the symmetry axis). We use a least square
based line fitting algorithm and the goodness-of-fit
(GoF ) is the average of the squared distance of the mid-
points from the line. The line with the smallest value is
the best candidate for the symmetry axis LS .

4 Experiments

In the experiments we use two different datasets: the
MPEG-7 dataset [6] and the Smithsonian Leaf dataset
[1]. We also present results on images of symmetric
objects found on the internet. In all the experiments we
use 17 different radii and 360 orientations for a total
of 6120 potential vanishing points. We also used 75
interior points randomly selected.



Algorithm 1 Find the bilateral symmetry of object sil-
houette

1. Sample the 2D plane for candidate vanishing point

2. For each candidate vanishing point PV

(a) Randomly select a fixed number of points Pi

inside the object

(b) For each Pi

i. Find the line Li = Pi × PV

ii. Find the intersection points PA, PB of
Li with the object boundary

iii. Compute the midpoint P i
M using the

cross ratio as described in Sec. 3.2

3. Fit the least square line LS through all the mid-
points P i

M and compute the average Euclidean dis-
tance of the points from the line

4. Select the vanishing point corresponding to the
best fitted line LS . LS is the axis of symmetry
for the object

Figs. 1 and 2 display images from the MPEG-7
and the Leaf dataset, respectively, along with the axes
of symmetry. Below the image we also display the
goodness-of-fit value GoF (i.e. average Euclidean dis-
tance of the calculated midpoints from the symmetry
axis expressed in pixels) and the distance of the van-
ishing point from the image center |PV | (in pixels).
The smaller the distance of the vanishing point is (e.g,
Fig. 1b), the more perspectively distorted the object is.
Some images of the Leaf dataset (e.g., Fig. 2f) are sym-
metric, but the axis of symmetry is a curve and not a
straight line. In these cases the proposed method is not
able to provide good results. Still, it is possible to iden-
tify these cases using theGoF measure. The higher this
value is, the more likely the detected symmetry axis is
wrong.

Fig. 3 displays our symmetry detection results af-
ter perspectively distorting the images of the MPEG-7
dataset. To perform the perspective distortion, we ro-
tate the images about the vertical axis and the horizontal
axis and reproject all the points on the image plane.

We also performed experiments on symmetric object
images collected from the internet. We used a color
based segmentation to locate the objects and then ap-
plied our algorithm on the segmented image. Some of
the results are displayed in Fig. 4.

(a) Spoon,
|PV | = 12221,
GoF = 0.85

(b) Bat 1,
|PV | = 1060,
GoF = 3.57

(c) Bat 2,
|PV | = 2548,
GoF = 1.98

(d) Beetle,
|PV | = 4293,
GoF = 1.31

(e) Butterfly,
|PV | = 11267,
GoF = 0.61

(f) Crown,
|PV | = 2406,
GoF = 1.23

(g) Tree,
|PV | = 12221,
GoF = 0.51

(h) Octapus,
|PV | = 1423,
GoF = 1.74

Figure 1. Symmetry detection for images
of the MPEG-7 dataset.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we present a framework for detecting
bilateral symmetries in planar 3D objects viewed un-
der perspective projection. The method exploits the in-
variance of the cross ratio under perspective transforma-
tions. Using this framework the search for 3D symme-
tries is reduced to a 2D search for the vanishing point of
the lines perpendicular to the axis of symmetry. While
2D search is computationally expensive, there are ways
(e.g., hierarchical search, gradient descent) to reduce
the search space, which we will explore in the future.
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(a) Spoon,
|PV | = 609,
GoF = 0.81

(b) Bat 1,
|PV | = 1895,
GoF = 3.29

(c) Bat 2,
|PV | = 745,
GoF = 3.10

(d) Beetle,
|PV | = 783,
GoF = 3.92

(e) Butterfly,
|PV | = 818,
GoF = 3.16

(f) Crown,
|PV | = 703,
GoF = 1.90

(g) Tree,
|PV | = 1031,
GoF = 1.89

(h) Octapus,
|PV | = 1031,
GoF = 5.57

Figure 3. Symmetry detection for perspec-
tively distorted images of the MPEG-7
dataset.

(a) Anchor,
|PV | = 18762,
GoF = 5.52

(b) Apple,
|PV | = 1788,
GoF = 1.68

(c) Kite,
|PV | = 14322,
GoF = 0.37

(d) Light bulb,
|PV | = 13844,
GoF = 0.35

(e) Lock,
|PV | = 771,
GoF = 0.74

(f) Wrench,
|PV | = 11935,
GoF = 0.25

Figure 4. Symmetry detection for internet
images


